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-key questions

To
what
extent
do
Muslims
adhere
to
HALAL rules in the
context of
your target
area ?

Is
there
flexibility
in
interpretation of HALAL ?
There is a big
difference
between intent and reality –
how do you measure this
difference?

How do you identify
opportunities ?

What is the non -Muslims
potential ?
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1 – Scoping the Opportunity

The case for being Halal customer centric
•

Customer centricity is about having a
micro perspective of your current and
potential Halal customer

•

Dealing with a range of varied data
sources and channels is a challenge to
apply to the Halal market

•

The challenge is understanding the
knowledge to optimise the lifetime value of
your current and potential Halal customers

•

But customers can not be seen as the
same – ONE size does not fit the Halal
market
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Consider the following
What is the data intelligence available?
What do I need to understand about my customers to
ensure pinpoint targeting?
What are the assumptions that need to be tested ?
Who else are my internal stakeholders
in this project ?
How can I access potential new
markets through quantitative research?

2 - Accessing Critical
Know-
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About Me?
-

-

-

Oxford University –Strategy and Innovation –
Middle East Consumers as Co Creators of
new products and services
Doctorate- Middle East consumer research
analytic s
Founder – Luxury Middle East Millionaire
Panel –
Ethnic Focus Clients include Financial
services, lifestyle, media, telecom, pharma,
food, retail and government sectors
Specialist interest in helping small ideas
become market success
Free strategic analysis report produced for all
delegates by Ethnic Focus Halal Research

What is important – focusing on this or your proposition?
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Lets not rely on hunches…key ingredients to a
success

• Market testing research prior to a product launch
• Invite consumers to pre-product launches
• Test and track reactions/ opinions nationally and
across target groups

Key action points from the evidence
Exploring Brand perceptions towards engaging Halal
Given the perceived importance attached by Muslim
communities of Halal products and services and the
corresponding gap in satisfaction in provision that
mirrored importance, we undertook a UK survey of 70
Brands across Financial Services, Cosmetics, Tourism, Food
and
Beverages,
and
Pharmaceuticals.
New
Product
Development
Managers/Marketing
Managers
were
asked
to
rank
their perceived attached importance to appeal to local and
overseas
Halal
consumers.
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Preparation and background research
“The aim is to understand customer’s behaviour in a
market by taking a statistical sample of customers to
understand the markets as a whole”
•
•

It is based on statistical and numerical measurement
Data are related to : market size, market share, penetration
and market growth rates
The numerical data and data are converted into numbers
Involves the construction of questionnaires and scales

•
•

The Uses of Research Analytical approach to
Halal NPD
•

•

•

•

•

Market exploratory studies
…is there any interest in my new idea?
New product development*
…what does my consumer actually need?
Creative development research*
…what should I say? How should I say it?
Diagnostic studies
…what’s going on in my category? With my brand?
Qualitative in conjunction with quantitative studies*
…Usage and Attitude studies
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The choice of using either quant or qual depends
on your business objectives

•What questions , eg What is the size of the market, and what are their
preferences? – better through quantitative
approaches
• Why questions – , eg why do people think this way, why is it that
brand 1 is doing so poor.? - better through qualitative methods

Profile of the European Muslim consumer

- Complex and diverse
- thinks globally, but is rooted
to identity….the identity is
wide
- All income brackets
- Varied aspects of compliance
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Using Research Strategically for Halal market
understanding
• Generates insights from potentially high value segments from a
starting point of little information.

• Utilises ethnic socio economic data driven research to assist in
new product development.

• Capitalises on robust statistical based research strategies to
maximise input from ethnic respondents. This can be complemented
by high quality qualitative insights

Gathering insight from the research

•

Transaction based segmentation

•

Needs based segmentation

•

Generation based segmentation

•

Open response value statements

•

Develop campaigns that relate to your
segments and sub segments
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Why segment –the answers rest with the questions!!!

How big is the
demand?

Maximising HALAL take up

• Number 1 issue is quality. Household brands will have a
running advantage because of positive association with quality
• Remember what works for some Muslims does not work for all

Muslims  e.g. Cold meats not readily part of Pakistani/Bangladeshi
palate- but generations changing (50% are under the age of 25)
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Halal Finance Product Research -

• Confident insights in to proposition
• 50 names tested –
• Confident that cultural and religiously appropriate communication
undertaken
• Roll out of product launched

• Follow up focus groups to test reactions to ‘style, content and
packaging of Shariah compliant product’

3 - Obtaining Effective Buy-In
for Halal Infrastructure
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Growth

•
•
•
•
•
•

Halal food trade
$150 billion per year
Over the past decade
Europe Muslim's population
by 140%
Australia Muslim’s population
by 250%
$2 trillion collective global sectoral opportunity masks complexity of
taste, adherence and take up. This needs niche measurement

Shariah compliant products are big business

HIGH RISK

EQUITY FUNDS

MUFTIAPPROVED

MUSHARAKA FUND

Client
Portfolio

LOW RISK

PROPERTY FUNDS

MUFTIAPPROVED

LIFE COMPANY
COMMERCIAL

SHARIAH
COMPLIANCE
ATTRACT GLOBAL
LEGITIMACY
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Advanced Strategic Halal marketing-continuity in
a changing context
• Irrespective of demographic change the trend is one of continued
growth in the sector • Tourism, lifestyle, choice driving the new Halal consumer
• In the West, new Muslims are more aware, more educated, more
wealthy and more active in their Islamic identity
•

Whilst evidence exists of ethnic communities adapting mainstream
take up across media, retail, telecoms, ethnic food retains a
specialist aspect of ethnic communities profile.

Importance of understanding the market
tomorrow –today!

•

Effective segmentation of untapped markets is dependent on quality
data that you hold and can access

•

New Market Development projects may require data to be gathered
from potential customers in order to segment and predict future
behaviour
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Reinstating and Responding to the Scale of
Opportunity
•
•
•
•

Powerful market sector
2 billion people around the world
Non-Muslim are also buying in to the Halal opportunity - ‘Safe
holiday’ ‘Clean’ ‘ethical approach’
Halal logo : should be a sign of quality – let us raise the
expectation!

Classic questions – a starting position
•

The traditional market for ……… has plateaued so ………… must identify new
market opportunities in order to consolidate its position as market leader within
the UK ………..Sector and to maintain its revenue streams.

•

Scale of the opportunity
One potential market opportunity that has been identified within the UK is the
Ethnic Market. The total size of the ethnic population was 4.6 million as at the
2001 Census. The ethnic market comprises many sub-groups, each with their
own cultural characteristics, ranging from Indians to Black Africans and from
Eastern Europeans to Chinese.

•

Due to these cultural differences, we are aware that we cannot treat the ethnic
market as a homogeneous group of consumers when developing a marketing
strategy.’ (Source- Financial Services Client)
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Market Segmentation

Fast
growing
community

+

Needs
largely
uncatered

=

New Markets

What useful Halal insights can should you look for ?

• What drives satisfaction of your Halal brand?
• Are there segments of the market we should specifically target and
what would improve their buy-in to the brand?
• Which features of a Halal brand drive choice ?
• Are some Halal products more price sensitive?
• If we increase price by 10% , what impact will that have on market
share?
• How will new Halal products perform in the market?
• Which promotion should be used to increase volume of the Halal
brand?
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Maximising Halal take-up

•

Supply is not just about numbers

•

Research the market – consumer testing

•

Pilot projects

•

Be innovative

Moving to untapped markets
If a Halal buying
customer brings 4x
more profit than the
average customer, the
potential to spend
more to win that
customers loyalty can
not be overlooked…

…If so, we must be able
to identify,
understand and
target them
appropriately and
accessibly
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Addressing misconceptions
•

Muslims are consumers just like any other consumers

•

Attachment to global brands is evident

•

Spending power is great – numerically and disposable income

•

Demographics of a younger globally connected audience

•

Advertising is growing

Global Trend: F&B NPDs for Youth

New products
targeted to total

market

New products
targeted to

children &
youth

Source: Williams J. 2005b. Product Proliferation Analysis for New Food and Beverage Products Targeted to Children, 1994–2004. University of Texas at Austin Working Paper.
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Muslim Consumers cannot be ignored
• The Middle East region alone,
irrespective of South East Asia is a
massively significant region
 GDP - Over $ 1 trillion
• Exceeds India and China

The need for cultural relevance and emotional
connection
Muslims increasingly are becoming brand aware

Brands must not assume they can replicate – they
must be
Unique & differentiated
Culturally Relevant and emotionally connected
One size will not fit all
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Making Global Local……

The need for cultural relevance and emotional
connection
The challenges are :

 increased choice,
 changing demographics,
 changing expectations, and
increased competition
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4- Missing Out on Halal
Success

General Muslim Market segmentation

• Hypothesis
Because each segment is fairly homogeneous in their
needs and attitudes, they are likely to respond similarly
to a given marketing strategy.
• Hypothesis
That is, they are likely to have similar feelings and ideas
about a marketing mix comprised of a given product or
service, sold at a given price, distributed in a certain way
and promoted in a certain way.
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Market segmentation as opposed to targeting

The process of segmentation is
distinct
from
targeting
(choosing which segments to
address)
and
positioning
(designing
an
appropriate
marketing
mix
for
each
segment)

Market segmentation as opposed to targeting
The overall aim is :
- to identify groups of similar customers and potential
customers
- to prioritize the groups to address ;
- to understand their behaviour ;
- to respond with appropriate marketing strategies that
cater for the different preferences of each selected segment
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Benefits of segmentation to Halal marketing?
•

Easier marketing: It is easier to address the needs of smaller groups
of customers, particularly if they have many characteristics in
common (e.g. seek the same benefits, same age, etc.)

•

Find niches : Identify under-served or un-served markets. Using
“niche marketing”, segmentation can allow company or new product
to target less contested buyers and help a mature product seek new
buyers

•

Efficient: More efficient use of marketing resources by focussing on
the best segments for your offering product, price, promotion and
service
Segmentation helps in avoiding sending the wrong message to the
right people or sending the right message to the wrong people

Lets re-state the case for being Halal customer
centric!
•

Customer centricity is about having a micro perspective of your
customer

•

Dealing with a range of varied data sources and channels is a
challenge

•

The challenge is understanding the knowledge to optimise the lifetime
value of your customers

•

But customers can not be seen as the same – ONE size does not fit
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Identifying Segments=Creating Opportunities even
from non Muslim environments keen to learn

UK Staffordshire
University launches
MSc Islamic Finance

Identifying Segments=Creating Opportunities

UK Staffordshire University launches MSc
Islamic Finance
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Challenges

•
•
•

Why is meat from New Zealand and Australia considered better
across many Muslim countries?
Market quality – communicate quality?
Supply driven at the expense of quality driven

Winning the multibillion HALAL market

•

Switching additives from HARAM to HALAL

•

Clear concept testing

•

Understanding generational/ethnic differences

•

Sizing the market opportunity to segments
e.g.Surely yes, open to persuasion, rejecters/integrated
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Halal Consumer – Independent Market Research

•

Strategic research authoritatively identifies key segments

•

Provides the basis for investment decisions to be made on the
basis of empirical facts

•

Tests the case for ethnic specific or mainstream marketing

5 – Positioning Halal across
your Portfolio
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Largest Ethnic Regions

Ethnic population
sizes – total = 4.6m

Possible customer
penetration targets

1.1m Indian

0.25% Indian = 2,750

750,000 Pakistani

3% Pakistani = 22,500

280,000 Bangladeshi

3% Bangladeshi = 8,400

Yorkshire – 7%

250,000 Other Asian

0.5% Other Asian = 1,250

Top Postal Areas

565,000 Black
Caribbean

0.5% Black Caribbean =
2,825

485,000 Black African

0.5% Black African = 2,425

97,000 Black Other

0.5% Black Other = 485

247,000 Chinese

0.25% Chinese = 617

230,000 Other Ethnic

0.5% Other Ethnic = 1,150

677,000 Mixed

N/a Mixed

Positioning
Thinking in
Action

London – 45%
West Midlands – 13%
South East – 8%
North West – 8%

South Asian industry

Potential = 42,402

BD, BB, B, OL, E
Asian Enterprise
UB, HA,IG,TW, NW
Larger households than
population
4.1 people Pakistani
4.5 people Bangladeshi
Likely to include dependent
children

Different agency model maybe required – Franchise,
Costs – Additional staff, smaller spans of controls
Products – require bespoke development but assume
equivalent margin

Mosaic codes C20 & D26
9,018 and 3,753 current
customers
12 month contribution average
= £236 and £188
24 month contribution average
= £434 and £345
Averages = £201 and £377

Starting point and assumptions….Halal product
Pilot Group
We believe that the predominantly Muslim Pakistani Community is one of the
most fertile ethnic groups for our products. The Pakistani Community is the
second largest Asian group with a population of 750,000 but has a younger age
profile and appears to have a greater number of members who would match
………… traditional, blue-collar customer profile based on Mosaic Profiles D26
(South Asian Industry) and C20 (Asian Enterprise). In addition, Mosaic Codes
D27, E28 and F36 may also be relevant.
Key Strategic Issue/ Business Benefits
Sales remain subdued in our traditional market within the UK. If we could
successfully target the Pakistani Community and sell one £300 …….. per year to
22,500 members of the Pakistani Community aged 18+ * this would create
additional sales revenue of £6.75 million p.a.’ (Source – Research Client)
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Launch
Halal Finance Product

Through national testing it was apparent that the product appeal rested on
key components such as convenience, pricing and ease of access
Concepts were tested and a new positioning strategy was implemented
This was disseminated across a range of culturally acceptable media,
magazines and the use of creative localised communications served to
maximise its impact
The product succeeded because of follow up in the form of ongoing
communication.
However, increased competition quickly entered the market to seize on
the opportunity created rendering the proposition unsustainable

6 – Discovering the
Possibilities for Mainstream
Non-Traditional Halal Brands
to Win in the Global Halal
Market
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Quality – Sell it – sell it well!!

Selling the product or Halal or both

It would be a mistake to

… However, the increasingly

assume that the Muslim

younger Muslim population

market is one market – a need

produces greater

to reflect the diversity in terms
of tastes, culture

opportunities for expanded
ranges and selling Halal

extorts the perceived value

is necessary…

of the brand

•
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7 – Enhancing Successful
Presence in the Halal Market

From market entry to market success
Mechanisms to Drive Forward Insight

•

Presence ------ Presence ------- Presence --- Vital

•

Culturally connect

•

Market Halal

•

Establish target segments

•

Establish penetration strategies

•

Culturally relevant marketing and communication
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From market entry to market success
Mechanisms to Drive Forward Insight

•

Effective promotion networks

•

Sell on quality

•

Do your market research to test at demographic level

•

Understand cultural nuances

Creating a differentiation
Driving Forward Insight
•

Think quality – quality – quality

•

Appeal to the mainstream

•

Cultivate the image – smart copyrighting with cultural fits

•

Halal with a difference – people want that in the West

•

Your product is unique – you are unique – Be unique! From
packaging, to display to marketing
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75% will be willing to
pay up to 60% more
fora quali better quality

73% would reject a product if they
thought the product had questionable
ingredients (2013 )
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For your exclusive report
sarah.latif@ethnicfocus.com
Dr Saber Ali- Khan
www.strc-research.com
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